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Executive Summary  

Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 includes powerful new capabilities for automating business 
processes.  Many business processes consist of multiple steps which are conducted by 
different actors, and steps which vary depending on data values.  Dividing a business 
process into stages allows greater control and a simpler user interface than creating a single 
process which embodies all the possible steps and outcomes.  

This white paper explains how to extend workflows and use the tools of Dynamics CRM for 
managing more complex processes. It demonstrates how multiple Business Process Flows 
can be programmatically manipulated to implement complex visual processes and coordinate 
them with background processes.  

Our target audience is Dynamics CRM customizers and developers.  
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Architecture Walkthrough 

 

Some of the biggest changes in Dynamics CRM 2013 compared to Dynamics CRM 2011 
relate to automating business processes through business process flows. Dynamics CRM 
2013 prominently shows the status and progress of business process flows associated with 
entities.  Users are able to quickly and accurately determine where the record is at in the 
business process.  Dynamics CRM also allows users to switch from one business process 
flow to another, opening up the possibility of streamlining more complex processes than could 
be supported in earlier versions without custom coding.  

For this white paper, we will illustrate our examples using Microsoft Grants Manager Plus 
(www.microsoft.com/grants).  Grants Manager Plus is a solution accelerator available on 
Microsoft CodePlex.  

The Business Process Flow (BPF) Orchestration that is set up on the Grant/Application entity 
in Grants Manager Plus provides the following features: 

- Guides the user visually through BPF steps 

- Visually orchestrates multiple BPFs 

- Controls user’s movement between BPF stages 

- Allows multiple divergent BPFs to be run on the same record 

- Synchronizes record’s fields (Phase and Status option sets) with currently executed BPF and 

its Stage 

- Synchronizes user’s movements forward to the next Stage or next BPF (or backwards) with 

the Assignment workflow (WF) responsible for reassigning the record to the next responsible 

team or a user 

The ribbon at the top of the screen shows the steps in the business process, highlighting and 
showing a flag at the current step. 

 

Figure 1. Business process in Dynamics CRM 2013 

http://www.microsoft.com/grants
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Setting up BPFs 

As an administrator, you can create one or many BPFs for an entity, each with one or more 
Stages. Both BPFs and Stages are arbitrary, and should be created based on business 
requirements. You can add any fields to any stage. 

One of the goals of the process orchestration is to control the conditions that allow end users 
to advance the process to the next stage. In our example, we want to make sure that a user 
or a team responsible for the current Stage will make an Approve or Decline decision prior to 
moving to another stage. To achieve tighter control over the advances to the next stage, each 
Stage should have the following custom Attributes added as Steps: 

- Ready To Move Forward 

- Approval Decision 

Client-side code executing on the Grant/Application entity and contained in a custom 
JavaScript web resource controls the orchestration process. The code is generic to any BPF 
setup, but contains a Settings section that needs to be adjusted if you add new BPFs, add or 
modify stages within BPFs or remove stages. The screenshot below shows how to update or 
create a Web Resource containing this code. 

 

 

Figure 2. SetupBusProcessFlow Web Resource 

 

Within this web resource, the initProcStructure method contains a JSON structure that 

must be adjusted so that it lists all BPFs used on an entity as Phases.  Within the block for 
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each Phase, each BPF Stage within that Phase must be listed by name. Each Stage block 
contains Stage name variable which should be identical to the Stage name created in BPF 
designer and statusName which should match to an existing option within the Application 
Status option set of the Grant entity. 

To further illustrate this structure, the screenshots below show all BPFs configured for the 
Grant entity and Stages configured for the Submission BPF: 

 

 

Figure 3. All BPFs 

 

Please note that a user should be able to manually select appropriate BPF from the 
dropdown ribbon menu if necessary. 
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Figure 4. Review BPF Designer screen 

 

The settings in the JSON structure should match BPF and Stage names. To illustrate these 
settings, consider the examples in Figures 4 and 5 demonstrating an example Review 
workflow and its matching settings.  

In the screenshot below, the “Review” phase matches the Review BPF.  The Review phase 
contains a collection of stages, each stage containing a name variable and a statusName 
variable. The name variable should match the BPF Stage Name and the statusName variable 
should match a value in the Application Status option set. 
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Figure 5. JSON settings for Review BPF 

 

Finally, if you are adding new stages, you should use the CRM form designer to update the 
Application Status option set. This option set (Figure 6) should contain values that match all 
Stages in all BPFs configured on the Grants/Application entity. 
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Figure 6. Current set of Options for Application Status 
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BPF Orchestration Details 

 

The orchestration process has multiple responsibilities, summarized in the beginning of this 
document. In this section we are going to review them, adding in essential details on how 
they work and why. 

 

Preventing a user from moving to the next Stage/Phase till current task is 

completed 

 

Each BPF Stage includes the Approval Decision option set and the Ready to Move Forward 
Boolean flag (locked). The system blocks the user’s attempts to change Stage / Phase if the 
Approval Decision is ‘Under Consideration’. User must either Approve or Reject each stage in 
order to move application to the next or previous stage. 

 

 

Figure 7. Decision gate 

 

If a user attempts to change Stage without Approving or Rejecting, this attempt is blocked 
and a message is displayed in the notification area just below. 

 

 

Figure 8. Blocking Stage change 

 

The blocking and updates to the ‘Ready to Move Forward’ locked field are implemented by 
Business Rules executing on the Grants form. If you wish to modify these business rules, you 
can do it from Business Rules option of the Form Designer screen. 
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Figure 9. Control Business Rules on Grants/Application entity 

 

Automatically Adjusting Application Status on Phase and Stage changes 

 

Custom code in the SetupBusProcessFlow Web Resource uses the JSON structure 
described above to ensure that the system will automatically change the application status 
option set value of the Grant/Application entity when the value of stage and/or phase 
changes. For example, if current Phase is ‘Review‘ and current Stage is ‘Initial Review’, and 
user Approves and moves to the next Stage, the custom code will automatically set the value 
of Application Status option set to match the next stage name: ‘Program Team Review’. 

Application Status option set is a major control that is used throughout the application to 
indicate where the Grant/Application is in its lifecycle. 

 

Simplifying changes between Phases 

 

Each Phase on the Application screen corresponds to an individual BPF configured for the 
Grant/Application entity. Out of the box, CRM allows a user to switch BPFs by using the 
Switch Process menu from the application ribbon and selecting the desired process. To 
streamline this process, and reduce the amount of mouse clicks, custom code on the 
Application screen adds a Next Phase and Previous Phase buttons. 

When the Phase button is clicked, the system will validate whether the process change is 
permitted and will execute custom code to load new BPFs in the order specified in the 
initialization JSON structure described earlier in this document. 
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Figure 10. Two options for switching BPFs 

 

Synchronizing Assignment and Notification Workflows with Phase and 

Stage changes 

 

When a user approves or rejects the application’s current Stage and the Application is moved 
to the next or previous Stage, it is desirable to automatically change Application ownership 
and assign it to a different user or a team. For example, when the Application moves from 
Submission phase to Review phase, it typically would be handled by a different team. 

To make this process flexible, easy to maintain and modify, and also fully automated, the 
Grants Manager Plus template implements an Approval workflow and an Assignment 
workflow. 

The Approval workflow is triggered by changes in Application Status option set (which in turn 
is managed by BPF synchronization code). As Status changes, the Application record should 
be assigned to a user or a team responsible for the next stage in the Application’s lifecycle. 

 

Figure 11. Approval and Assignment workflows 

 

The Assignment workflow contains a series of steps. Each step checks the current Phase 
and Stage of the application. When it finds a match, it assigns an application to a user or a 
team responsible for the current Phase/Stage combination (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12. Assignment Workflow Steps 

 

If the system is modified by changing the default Phases and/or Stages, the Assignment 
workflow should be modified accordingly to make sure that Phases/Stages changes are 
correctly synchronized with the Assignment process. 

Furthermore, each Assignment step lists a user or a team to whom the record will be 
assigned. Using Teams on each step provides the greatest flexibility since it allows you to 
make changes to personnel responsible for each step in the application’s lifecycle by 
changing appropriate team’s membership, without having to modify the workflow itself. 

For example, to assign new people to the Program Review Team, you only need to open 
Program Team window and add/remove personnel as needed. 
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Figure 13. Team management screen 

 

Alternative Approaches 

There are alternative mechanisms for monitoring and controlling BPF flows. For instance, one 
could, using CRM workflow designer, create a set of workflows that react to changes in 
processes and stages. Each CRM entity that supports BPFs exposes two fields to the 
workflow designer: Process (maps to BPF itself) and Process Stage (maps to the stage in a 
given BPF). While, at the time of this writing, it is not possible to set these values directly 
within a workflow, you could react to changes in process and stage. 

Additionally, one could create a custom workflow assembly that would use the CRM SDK to 
make proactive changes to process and/or stage and include this assembly as a custom step 
in an overall set of orchestration workflows. 
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Additional Resources and References 

 

Donna Edwards’ blog 

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/mvpawardprogram/archive/2013/11/11/microsoft-dynamics-crm-
2013-business-process-flow.aspx  

 

Business Process Flow in Dynamics CRM 2013 

http://community.dynamics.com/crm/b/crminogic/archive/2013/09/20/create-business-
process-flow-for-custom-or-any-oob-entity-in-crm-2013.aspx  

 

Microsoft Grants Manager 

http://www.microsoft.com/grants  

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/mvpawardprogram/archive/2013/11/11/microsoft-dynamics-crm-2013-business-process-flow.aspx
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/mvpawardprogram/archive/2013/11/11/microsoft-dynamics-crm-2013-business-process-flow.aspx
http://community.dynamics.com/crm/b/crminogic/archive/2013/09/20/create-business-process-flow-for-custom-or-any-oob-entity-in-crm-2013.aspx
http://community.dynamics.com/crm/b/crminogic/archive/2013/09/20/create-business-process-flow-for-custom-or-any-oob-entity-in-crm-2013.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/grants
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About InfoStrat (Information Strategies, Inc.)  

Since 1987, Information Strategies (InfoStrat) has been delivering IT solutions to government 
and business customers, focusing on portals, customer relationship management, and 
custom database applications and integration.  We were named Microsoft Federal Partner of 
the Year in recognition of our work with the U.S. government and are winners of 
numerous Microsoft Partner Awards.  InfoStrat has completed over 800 technology projects.   

InfoStrat is a Microsoft Gold Partner for Dynamics CRM and offers a line of business 
solutions built on Microsoft Dynamics CRM: 

 Case Management 

 Grant Management 

 Sales Force Automation 

 Housing Management 

 E-Permitting 

 

  

http://www.infostrat.com/home/company_information/awards_rankings/
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